Fantasia
The famous soundtracks of Walt Disney's masterpieces
Sang Eun Kim soprano
Luigi Giachino piano and transcriptions
The Korean soprano Angela Kim with her wonderful voice and endearing presence on the stage meets the harmonies
of the pianist Luigi Giachino, a great expert in film music, in a repertoire dedicated to the famous soundtracks of
Walt Disney's masterpieces. The concert can be realized with the cinematographic projections made by Alba Film
Festival.
Since 1923 the Disney Studios have presented films that built the international history of cinema and animation,
becoming immortal masterpieces as well, released from a mere function of entertainment and projected into a more
“philosophical” dimension, to the point of rightfully becoming part of a worldwide popular culture. Despite the
changes of time, aesthetics and lifestyles, Disney's lesson always remains current and reminds us that, despite the
small and big difficulties of the life, we must continue to look forward, using the resources we have and finding
solutions, never feeling lost and always listening to our emotions.
The repertoire of this concert program embraces half a century of the Disney production and is a tribute to his unique
style which also influenced the soundtracks. In the selected pieces, the atmospheres of poetry and dream are
alternated with more playful and light-hearted moments, enhancing the versatility and great technical preparation of
our artists. The concert can also be realized with the cinematic projections of the films, created by Alba Film Festival.

Program
from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs – 1937
Some Day My Prince Will Come
Heigh-Ho
Frank Churchill, Larry Morrey
from Cinderella – 1950
A Dream is a Wish Your Heart Makes
Bibbidi-bobbidi-boo
David, Hoffman, Livingston
from Mary Poppins – 1964
Chim Chim Cher-ee
Spoonful of sugar
Richard e Robert Sherman
from The Jungle Book – 1967
The Bare Necessities
George Bruns

from The Aristocats - 1970
Everybody wants to be a cat
George Bruns
from Beauty and the beast – 1991
Beauty and the beast
Alan Menken
from Aladdin – 1992
A whole new world
Alan Menken
from The Nightmare before Christmas - 1993
What's this
Danny Elfman
from The Lion King – 1994
The Circle of Life
Can You Feel the Love Tonight
Hakuna Matata
Elton John
from Mulan – 1998
Reflection
Jerry Goldsmith, Matthew Wilder
from Frozen – 2013
Let it go
Kristen Andrson-Lopez, Robert Lopez
Sang Eun Kim, soprano from South Korean and pupil of the singer Sung Hee Park, obtained full-mark Degree in
Music and First Prize at EWHA Womans University of Seoul. Then, she moved to Italy, in order to improve her
knowledge of Italian language and art, with a special interest in operatic theater. Actually she studies with Sonia
Franzese and attends the academic master courses of Conservatorio “A. Vivaldi” of Alessandria. Esteemed as a
soloist, Sang Eun Kim has performed in numerous music centers in Italy and in 2019 won the First Prize in "Talenti in
Canavese" Competition.
Luigi Giachino, graduated in Piano and Composition with full marks at the Turin Conservatory with M. Gachet and
G. Bosco, continued his studies with Vincenzo Vitale and Giorgio Ferrari. He holds a certificate of specialization in the
EEC in composition, arrangement and conducting of extra-academic music. His chamber, symphonic and lyrical works
are performed periodically in concerts and recordings. He was a fellow of the Bogliasco Foundation for the
composition of the melodrama "La casa del nonno" (Sonzogno). Among the prizes, in 1993 he won a scholarship
from the SIAE General Management to study with Carlo Savina and became his assistant in various locations (Fiesole
Music School, Genoa Conservatory, Alassio Laboratorio Musica, etc.). He composed ballets, stage and screen music
for various clients, including Raidue, TorinoSpettacoli, Ministry of the Environment - European Commission DG XI Lipu, City of Turin, Giugiarodesign, Raitre, University of Turin, Regional Academy of Dance of Turin, International Help,
Piedmontese Chambers of Commerce Foreign Center. Often engaged in concerts, masterclasses and competition
boards, from 2004 to 2007 he was a lecturer at the University of Turin and Genoa and music director of the
Extracampus university television. He has also worked in France, Spain, Germany, Austria, Principate of Monaco, Syria,
Slovenia, Romania, Switzerland, Belgium and Japan. Since 1986 he has been organizing activities for several institutes,
associations and public administrations. From 2004 to 2010, he was a member of the Board of Directors and then
president of the public institution Moncalieri Musica Teatro. Since 1990 he has held the chair of Composition at the
Conservatory of Genoa, where he is currently departmental referent and academic advisor. His musics are published
by Curci, Nuova Fonit-Cetra, Warner, Casa Sonzogno, Esagono, Carocci, Gremese, Kaplan, Il Foglio Letterario,
Chiaramonte, TGE, Gioiosa, Gli archivi del '900, Cartman, RTI Music Division, Zedde.

Technical requirement
Half-grand piano or upper
Amplification required in base of the size of the concert hall.
In case of video projection:
projector, HDMI cable, screen (4x3 meters or higher).
We provide video files on our Mac Pro personal computer.

